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Foreword

The Waioeka and Otara Rivers have created a floodplain upon which over 3000 people live and
work.  Significant agricultural and horticultural industries have also developed on these fertile
plains.  In themselves, the rivers are a significant environmental feature of the region.

However, the rivers also present a flood risk, accentuated in the lower reaches by the presence
of the sea.  Frequent flooding has been a feature of the time of occupation of the floodplain.
Recent flood events have reminded us of this risk and highlighted the need to reassess how we
manage it.  Uncertainty over what effect climate change due to global warming will have also
requires us to have a robust strategy to manage the risk.

It is apparent that there is no single solution to the flooding problem, nor that agencies acting
alone can successfully manage it.  Although it must be appreciated that the flood risk can never
be completely eliminated, together Environment B·O·P and Opotiki District Council, along with
landowners, residents and a range of other organisations, can do much to manage it.

This strategy gives our commitment to managing the risk.  It combines and coordinates the
efforts of Environment B·O·P and Opotiki District Council and it includes a range of new measures
as well as refinements to existing measures.   We look forward to the challenges we face in
implementing these.

J E Keaney Don Riesterer
Chairman Mayor
Environment B.O.P Opotiki District Council
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Glossary

% AEP Annual Exceedance Probability.  The chances of getting a flood of
that size or larger in any given year.

For instance

A  “1% AEP flood”  means a flood with a 1% or 1 in 100 chance
of occurring in any given year.  This is equal to a “100 year
flood”

and

A “5% AEP flood” means a flood with a 5% or 1 in 20 chance of
occurring in any given year.  This is equal to a “20 year flood”

annual average damage The statistically expected flood damage per year; the estimated long-
term annual average of damage resulting from all (future) floods

Environment B·O·P The Bay of Plenty Regional Council

freeboard An allowance added to predicted flood levels as a safety margin
against imprecision and uncertainty in calculations and against
phenomena not included in the modelling (e.g. waves and debris
build-up).

internal flooding Flooding caused by rainfall on the flooplain or on the landward side f
the stopbanks,  That is, the source of internal flooding is not a
stopbanked river.

left/right bank The side of the river when looking downstream

LIM/PIM Land Information Memorandum/Project Information Memorandum.
A statement issued by a district council regarding a particular land
parcel or building site, and including information on known hazards
at the site.

reach Section of river

risk A measure of the likelihood and consequence of some adverse event
- in this case flooding

top-up Minor stopbank raising at a localised low spot, to restore to design
standards
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The Waioeka-Otara catchment covers an area of approximately 1200 km2.  The rivers rise in the
steep Urewera/Raukumara hill country, flow through an extensive area of native forest before
entering the main floodplain about 11km from the coast.  That floodplain covers an area of
approximately 41km2.  The two rivers meet 1.5km from the coast; at this junction lies the township
of Opotiki.

The history of the catchment contains many flooding episodes.  Over the last 100 years, major
floods occurred in 1904, 1918, 1925 and 1964.  The 1964 flood covered most of the floodplain and
all but 24 of the 650 houses in the township were flooded.  In the town, flood depths of over 1.5m
were recorded.

Since that time a flood protection scheme has been completed, and has provided a degree of
security to the floodplain.  However that protection is not absolute, and in July 1998 floodwaters
spilled over rural stopbanks in several locations and threatened the urban area.  The peak flow in
the Waioeka River was similar to that of the 1964, but the fact that the Otara was subject to a much
lesser flow than in 1964 saved the floodplain from more extensive flooding.

The 1998 flood therefore provided a reminder of the flood risk.  However it, and subsequent
investigations1 , also showed that the flood protection scheme provides less protection than was
previously assumed.  The last design review and subsequent construction works in the early
1990s were intended to provide protection to the urban area against a 1% AEP (“100 year”) flood
(refer to glossary).  Even though the actual peak flows in July 1998 were somewhat less than that
standard, floodwaters came close to overtopping urban stopbanks.

Opotiki is a small town, in a reasonably isolated part of the country.  If the community is unprepared
for a major flood event, recovery in today’s increasingly centralised society would be difficult if
such a flood were to occur.  Likewise a major flood would threaten the livelihood of the rural
floodplain occupants.  Funds with which to implement flood protection measures are limited.

On the other hand, being small can also help a community in its preparation for a hazard event.
For example, networks cover a bigger percentage of a community, information can travel faster,
widespread awareness can be fostered, decisions can be made quicker.  Thus there is much that
can be done to manage the flood risk.

This strategy brings together many measures for reducing the risk.  It identifies those responsible
for implementing measures and provides programmes for action.  While a non-statutory document,
it does spell out the commitments of the various parties to implementing the measures.  Supporting
the strategy is a number of other documents that describe the measures in more detail and also
present a fuller analysis of the measures.  These documents are identified in the text of this
strategy. Hence this document should be regarded as an action document – who is to do what and
when.

Introduction

1 “Towards a Waioeka-Otara Floodplain Management Strategy Review of the Current Flood Hazard and Existing
Responses”. Environment B·O·P Operations Report 99/05.
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The measures are categorised in three types:

• modify the flood event (lowering flood levels, holding floodwaters back and managing erosion),

• modify vulnerability (focusing attention on how assets on the floodplain are developed and
managed, and on our actions on the floodplain), and

• modify flood loss burden (easing losses after a flood has struck).

These categories are not always distinct, but they do help us to realise that a flood risk can be
mitigated in different ways.  As such, this strategy aims to be consistent with current thinking in
hazard management – to consider the four R’s: reduction, readiness response, recovery, and to
develop a resilient community, as promoted by proposed emergency management legislation for
example.

The scope of the strategy covers the entire catchment, including that portion in the Gisborne
District.  However, the desired outcomes of the strategy are focused on the main floodplain (excluding
the Huntress Creek/Kukumoa subcatchment) within the Opotiki District and Bay of Plenty Region.
Outcomes in the Gisborne District are the responsibility of that council. The strategy also focuses
on river flooding and erosion; it is not so concerned with the specific risks posed by streams and
stormwater within the catchment.

Flooding is a fact of life.  Floods created the fertile flats which we have taken advantage of to settle
on and to develop agricultural and horticultural industries.  This strategy must not be seen to
attempt to provide absolute flood protection.  What it does aim to do, or what the desired outcome
is, to manage risk so that our occupation on the floodplain can be sustained and continued, so that
the costs and risks of floodplain occupation are balanced with and appropriate to the benefits of
floodplain occupation.
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Background and Context

The development of this strategy has been a project that began in the middle of 1998. The five
stages of the project have been

Stage 1 – “Broad-brush” Review of Previous Studies.

Stage 2 – Project Definition and Scoping.

Stage 3 – Detailed Review of the Flood Hazard.

Stage 4 – Investigation of Options.

Stage 5 – Development of the strategy.

Stage 1 drew on the comprehensive work of the East Cape Catchment Board and, following local
government reorganisation in 1989, of Environment B·O·P in the late 1980s and early 1990s.

In the time between that earlier work and the start of this project, a number of significant events
occurred.  Two of the more important were the passing of the Resource Management Act 1991
and the July 1998 floods (providing a wealth of data to assess the hazard). In addition, that period
saw the increased sophistication of river flood modelling and mapping techniques.  These events
are reflected in the report “Towards a Waioeka-Otara Floodplain Management Study: Review of
the Current Flood Hazard and Existing Responses”, released in November 1999 and completing
Stage 3.  Amongst the key findings of Stage 3 were that protection was less than previously
believed, and that urban and rural stopbanks would be overtopped in less than a 5% AEP flood in
some locations.  In the example scenario of a 1% AEP flood in the Waioeka, flood damages of
approximately $6m were expected.

Stage 4 saw the release of “Preliminary Option Assessment for Waioeka-Otara Floodplain
Management” in March 2000 and proceeded with more detailed investigations of options.  An
example of such investigations can be found in the report “Urban Flood Protection Works- Opotiki”,
released in March 2001.

The completed strategy should be seen in a wider context of natural hazard management.  The
Resource Management Act and the Civil Defence Emergency Management Bill (intended to
eventually replace the Civil Defence Act) have given extra dimensions to hazard management.  In
particular, the Regional Policy Statement, the District Plan and various Regional Plans all have
important roles to play and several elements from those have been included in this strategy.

Within the Bay of Plenty region, parallel floodplain management strategies will be prepared for the
other major rivers.  These strategies will ultimately be components of a Natural Hazards Strategy,
which will also address other hazards such as earthquake, volcanic, tsunami, coastal and geothermal
hazards, being developed by Environment B·O·P.  Thus there will be a consistency in approach to
these strategies, although each will be developed with the local community and will be locally
appropriate.
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The Measures

Guide to Using this Document

The measures in this document are presented in three ways

• via a timetable chart.

• graphically via a diagram.

• descriptively, according to the following template.

How it contributes to outcome

Who will implement it

When

Cross-reference with other documents

Monitoring of effectiveness

Discussion
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Graphical Summary of Measures

Desired Outcome: Flood Risk Managed and Balanced with Benefits of Floodplain Occupation
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I Modify Flood Event
This group of measures aims to keep water away from people and property – typically by
management of the catchment to reduce runoff and erosion, and by river works and flood
defences to keep floodwaters in a defined course.  These measures have been the
dominant approach in New Zealand for most of the last 100 years.  While it is recognised
that alone these measures, and flood defences in particular, can encourage a false sense
of security and therefore accentuate the risk, they still have an important part to play in
risk reduction.

In the case of the Waioeka-Otara, the flood risk was shown in 1998 and 1999 to be
significant and in need of being addressed quickly.  Even if desired, it is not practical to
remove people and property from, or raise them above, the hazard area quickly.  Therefore
physical works, in particular to raise stopbanks, form a major part of this strategy.  Also,
longer term measures to protect the catchment and so reduce runoff and erosion (at least
in smaller rainfall events) form part of the strategy.
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1 Urban Stopbank Raising and Widening

How it contributes to outcome

Increases flood capacity of the river channels (topping up) and reduces risk of
breach (widening).

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P  (Waioeka-Otara Rivers Scheme).

When

Urban stopbanks to be raised in 2001/02 to provide protection against 1% AEP
(“100 year”) flood.

Also regular topping up of banks back to design standards to cope with settlement
of stopbanks over time, as provided for in Asset Management Plan.

Cross-reference with other documents

Waioeka-Otara Rivers Scheme Asset Management Plan.

Environment B·O·P Operations Report 2001/02.

Monitoring of effectiveness

River modelling, flood performance, inspections.

Discussion

The 2001/02 Annual Plan provides for the urban stopbanks to be raised to provide
protection from a 1% AEP (“100 year”) flood. The estimated cost of the works is
approximately $400,000.

The existing urban stopbanks are generally of adequate width (approximately 3m),
but in some  locations the bank slopes are steeper than the desired 3 (horizontal) to
1 (vertical).  Less steep slopes increase the stability of banks under flood conditions,
and so reduce the risk of breach failure. Where space allows, the stopbanks will
also be given batter slopes of no steeper than 3:1 as part of these works.

If the confluence realignment is eventually approved, with the aim of providing
protection against a 0.5% AEP (“200 year”) flood, further stopbank works will be
required in some of the upstream lengths of the stopbanks in order to complete that
level of protection for the entire township.
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Waioeka-Otara Floodplain and Stopbank, showing River Distances
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2 Rural Stopbank Raising And Widening

How it contributes to outcome

Increases flood capacity of the river channels (topping up) and reduces risk of
breach (widening).

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P  (Waioeka-Otara Rivers Scheme).

When

Some rural stopbank works have already been completed. Minor top-ups to the
Otara right bank stopbank at 6700m were made in 2000 at a particularly low spot.
Further works are planned within the 2001/02 financial year to raise low sections of
the banks between cross-sections 6700 and 8340 on the Otara right bank as part of
general maintenance of the Rivers Scheme.

As part of works on the Waioeka River above SH2, to improve protection to the
urban banks opposite, rural stopbanks on the left bank were realigned and
reconstructed in June 2001.

An investigation into options for rural stopbank works is being carried out during
2001, and a report will be released for public consultation later in 2001.  Any major
works resulting can be expected to commence in 2003/04, although a detailed
programme will be developed by Environment B·O·P following the consultation.

More generally, stopbank top-ups to design standards are also provided for regularly
as part of Asset Management Plan, to cope with settlement of stopbanks over time.

Cross-reference with other documents

Waioeka-Otara Rivers Scheme Asset Management Plan.

Separate report on rural stopbanks (Operations Report 2001/04, in preparation).

Monitoring of effectiveness

River modelling, flood performance, inspections.

Discussion

The rural stopbanks of the Waioeka-Otara Rivers Scheme are not continuous, and
protect a number of discrete floodplain areas.  According to the 1998 Asset
Management Plan, the design standards as for the rural stopbanks are not all the
same.  They vary from “20 year” (5% AEP) to “100 year” (1% AEP), and some
incorporate a freeboard component while others do not.
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Recent investigations and flood events have confirmed that these design standards
are not being met in several locations. The rural stopbanks are also narrower than
the ideal minimum in many locations.  This puts the banks in greater risk of breach,
both before and after a bank is overtopped, and makes maintenance more difficult.

A large number of different combinations of protection standards are possible.
Altering the standard of one length of stopbank will have an effect on the standards
of other lengths of bank.  The investigations into the rural stopbank works options
will consider various such combinations, assess the cost and benefits of them and
present recommendations for consultation.

A provisional sum of $200,000 has been allocated to rural stopbank improvements
in 2003/04.  Following the release of the report and consultation, a budget and
timetable will be confirmed.
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3 Waioeka River Realignment Upstream Of SH2

Works from SH2 bridge to Mill Stream – widening and slightly realigning the river, associated
bank protection works.

How it contributes to outcome

Reduces chances of erosion and breach on right bank in particular – increases
berm area and reduces attack on the stopbank.  A slight reduction in flood levels in
the reach will also result.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P (Waioeka Otara Rivers Scheme).

When

First stage of work (realign left stopbank) completed July 2001.  Remainder to be
completed by the end of 2002/03 financial year.

Cross-reference with other documents

Operations Report 2001/02.

Environment B·O·P Annual Plan 2001/02.

Monitoring of effectiveness

Cross-section surveys, monitor river response to realignment.  Hydraulic modelling
of the reach.

Discussion

The river has been narrowed in this reach, and in 1998 the right stopbank was
under threat of overtopping and breaching. The river is turned sharply by the
protruding stopbank between Wellington St and Duke St and it has to contract and
expand through this section, raising water levels immediately upstream.  Furthermore
there is very little available berm, increasing the likelihood of a stopbank breach.

This measure forms a major (and highly visible) part of strategy.  The realignment
has been designed to connect to the possible realignment at confluence, although
it can also stand alone as an option.  The works are to be carried out under Rule
10.5.8.3 of the Regional Land Plan (authorising works undertaken in exercising
functions under the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act).

The total cost of the works is estimated to be $305,000, including an allowance for
rock riprap protection to the most vulnerable length of the right bank.  The 2001/02
Annual Plan has allocated $60,000 for the works.
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4 Investigate Purchase Of Properties Adjacent To Stopbank

Where those properties restrict stopbank works or pose risk to stopbank stability.

How it contributes to outcome

Public ownership would allow improved maintenance of stopbank and berm areas.
It would allow improvement in stopbank dimensions (width and batter slope) and
alignment.  The risk of stopbank breach would reduce as a result.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P and ODC.

When

Report on desirability and feasibility of purchase to be prepared by June 2002.

Cross-reference with other documents

Environment B·O·P Operations Report 2000/01.

Environment B·O·P Operations Report 2001/02.

Monitoring of effectiveness

Stopbank inspections.

Discussion

In several locations around Opotiki township, most notably between Wellington St
and Duke St (Waioeka River), near the northern end of Church St (Otara River) and
around Richard St (Otara River), privately owned land and buildings have resulted
in compromises to stopbank dimensions and have restricted stopbank maintenance.
While bylaws may be a suitable mechanism for resolving these problems in some
areas, in more severe cases purchase of the property may be a better solution.
Public ownership would in some cases improve the recreational and visual amenity
of the sites.

In some sites it may be desirable only to subdivide off portions for purchase.  Leasing
back the sites to private parties may also be an option in some cases.  Easements
are a further option.

Environment B·O·P and ODC will jointly investigate the feasibility and desirability of
either organisation purchasing such property.  It is not expected that any such
purchases would occur immediately; it may be a case of offering to purchase when
properties come up for sale, and then only if budgets permit.
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5 Further Consideration Of Waioeka-Otara Rivers Confluence
Realignment

Possible future measure Also involves associated stopbank and bank protection
works.

How it contributes to outcome.

Realignment of the confluence will increase the capacity of flood channel, so that
stopbanks overtopped less frequently.  Following the urban stopbank raising measure
of 2001/02, it is expected to increase the urban flood protection standard from 1%
AEP (“100 year”) to 0.5%AEP (“200 year”).

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P (Waioeka Otara Rivers Scheme).

When

This measure will only proceed if and when the community provides a clear mandate
for it.

Cross-reference with other documents

Operations Report 2001/02.

Auckland Uniservices Limited (2001); Waioeka and Otara Rivers Confluence
Hydraulic Model Study.

Monitoring of effectiveness

Hydraulic modelling of river, with the aid of cross-section surveys.  The rate of
growth of the pilot cut and the river morphology response to the realignment will
need to be monitored.

Discussion

Confluence realignment was the subject of investigation in 2000 and 2001.  The
investigations concluded that realignment would be reasonably effective, but that
some stopbank raising would still be required to provide even 2% AEP (“50 year”)
protection with adequate freeboard. There would also be a degree of uncertainty as
to how the cut would develop over time and how the river would respond. Thus the
realignment option was shelved in favour of the cheaper and simpler option of
raising stopbanks, without confluence realignment, to provide a 1% AEP standard.

However, the investigations showed that the once stopbanks were raised to the 1%
AEP standard, then subsequent confluence realignment would provide 0.5% AEP
protection for much of the length of urban stopbank.  (The effect of realignment
would run out upstream of Ford St on the Waioeka River and Memorial Park on the
Otara River, so that additional stopbank raising would be needed upstream of these
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locations to provide 0.5% AEP protection).  As urban development has limited the
space available to raise stopbanks and raising stopbanks can also worsen the
consequences of stopbank failure, confluence realignment is preferred over further
stopbank raising in downstream reaches of the rivers as a means of providing 0.5%
AEP protection.

To keep the costs to a minimum, a pilot cut only would be excavated. This would be
a channel prepared to approximately 50% of the design – it would be left for the
river to scour out the remainder. Thus effectiveness may take some time to develop
also. If scouring was slower than expected, some additional excavation costs could
result.

Even with a pilot cut, costs are expected to be in excess of $600,000.  This cost
includes associated bank protection and river training works required to help keep
the rivers in the desired alignment.  It also includes no additional stopbank works as
noted.

Several other issues could require further addressing prior to the realignment being
made. For example, some adjustment would have to be made to the scheme
classification to recognise the increased benefit to the urban area. Care would be
needed to minimise adverse environmental impacts - but there would also be some
environmental enhancement opportunities (e.g. wetland creation).  Thirdly, bank
erosion patterns in the vicinity would change, although investigations indicated that
the net effect overall would be small.  The wharf area is not expected to be affected.

Clear support from the community will be required if this option is to be adopted.
Until that support is received, this option will remain only a future possibility.
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6 Bridge Investigations – SH2

Preparation of strategy for dealing with the risk posed by the bridge

How it contributes to outcome

The bridge is a barrier to efficient flood passage which can cause higher upstream
flood levels, reducing the protection provided by the stopbanks.  Also the vulnerability
of the bridge to floods and debris means access over bridge is at risk.

Who will implement it

Transit NZ, Environment B·O·P, ODC.

When

Strategy to be drawn up identifying short, medium, long term management measures
by June 2002.

Some works that would be in such a strategy have already been implemented.  The
bridge waterway was improved by clearing silt buildup underneath in June 2000.
The left stopbank was realigned in June 2001, improving the flood flow alignment
into the bridge.  Those works are also expected to reduce the rate of silt buildup on
the left bank under the bridge.

Cross-reference with other documents

Environment B·O·P letter to Transit NZ of 30 June 2000.

Monitoring of Effectiveness

Hydraulic modelling, cross-section surveys, flood observations.

Discussion

The bridge is unlikely to be replaced in the near future as structurally it is in reasonable
condition and traffic volume is low.  Therefore the risk needs to be managed in the
meantime.  To this end, several measures can be identified.  These are to be
presented in a strategy drawn up with Transit NZ and ODC. The scope of the strategy
is yet to be defined, but it could include:

• Short term: Emergency procedures (specifically, Transit NZ has contractors
on call to free debris from the bridge in times of flood).  Transit NZ also therefore
needs to be on the flood warning list maintained by Environment B·O·P.

• Medium term: Maintain waterway by removing excessive silt build-up from
beneath the bridge and ensuring clear exit for floodwaters from waterway, at
regular intervals as needed.
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By 2000, the waterway capacity of the bridge had been reduced by a buildup
of silt, with the outer spans of the bridge in particular being blocked.  On the
town side, this also prevented the area being mown, exacerbating the buildup
as weeds grew.  The weed growth on both sides also compromised the
aesthetics of approaches to the town.

Works to clear the silt and vegetation were undertaken in the middle of 2000.
While the problem of silt build up is expected to be reduced by the June 2001
realignment of the stopbanks on the left bank upstream of the bridge, the
bridge waterway will need continued surveillance and repeated further
clearance in the future.

Further medium term measures could be to remove redundant pipes etc from
the bridge superstructure or to swap footpath and services to downstream
side of bridge to allow easier clearance of debris.

• Long term: Upgrade or replacement of bridge. When the bridge is eventually
replaced, Environment B·O·P is likely to require a minimum waterway capacity
of 1% AEP (“100 year”) flow plus 1.2 m freeboard, given the critical importance
of the bridge, the potential for debris blockage and the potential for river bed
aggradation.  (The capacity of the current bridge is estimated to be less than
the 1% AEP flow with no freeboard).

Although the risk posed by the SH35 bridge over the Otara River is less, it should not be
overlooked.  The strategy for the SH2 bridge will subsequently be able to be used as a
model for dealing with the SH35 bridge.
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7 Additional Specific River Works

Capital works (i.e. other than maintenance) additional to those identified elsewhere
in this strategy. In particular, new bank protection works on the Otara left bank.

How it contributes to outcome

Reduces river bank erosion, reducing possibility of stopbank erosion and breaches.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P (Waioeka Otara Rivers Scheme).

When

Some rock riprap was placed in 2000/01 (upstream of the Wharf). In 2001/02 for
Bridge St site, and 2002/03 for the remainder.

Cross-reference with other documents

Environment B·O·P Annual Plan 2001/02.

Monitoring of effectiveness

Inspections, flood performance, observations.

Discussion

The 2000/01 Annual Plan budgets $37,000 for the rock reinforcement of a section
of the Otara left bank at Bridge St, to protect against erosion.  Riprap protection is
also required at the Aerodrome corner, between the Wharf and the entrance to the
Memorial Park (a continuation of a line of riprap from the Wharf upstream that was
started in 2000/01) and along the north-eastern side of Memorial Park.  All four
sites are on the outside of Otara River bends, where floodwaters would place
additional stress on the bank.  If the berms, and subsequently the stopbanks, eroded
at these locations in a flood, breach flows could inundate large portions of the town.
A provisional total cost estimate for these four sites is $324,000.

In addition, rock riprap protection is required on the Waioeka River right bank as
part of the works upstream of SH2.
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8 Waioeka Otara Rivers Scheme – Maintenance (General)

As specified in the Asset Management Plan.

How it contributes to outcome

The Rivers Scheme forms a major risk reduction measure, with principal objectives
being to offer security to the floodplain against specified river flows and to reduce
river bank erosion (as detailed in the Asset Management Plan).  Adequate
maintenance of the Scheme assets (stopbanks, floodwalls, bank protection and the
Duke St pump station) is required in order for them to continue to provide the benefits
they are designed to deliver.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P (Waioeka Otara Rivers Scheme).

When

Ongoing.  Specific programme given in Asset Management Plan. The Plan is due to
be revised in 2001/02.

Cross-reference with other documents

Waioeka-Otara Rivers Scheme Asset Management Plan.

Environment B·O·P Annual Plan.

Monitoring of effectiveness

The Asset Management Plan describes the Scheme monitoring expected.
Inspections, complaints and observations of flood performance are elements of a
monitoring programme. Scheme performance is regularly reported to the Operations
and Rural Services Committee of Environment B·O·P. Internal and external audits
are specified in the Plan. Audit NZ also has a monitoring role.

Discussion

The Asset Management Plan is required by the Local Government Act, and was
adopted by Environment B·O·P in 1998 after consultation with Scheme ratepayers.

A range of maintenance measures is specified in the Asset Management Plan. The
measures include those requiring attention weekly or fortnightly (e.g. pump station
inspections), monthly (e.g. flapgate inspection), yearly (e.g. river and stopbank
inspections), 10+ yearly (e.g. rock riprap maintenance, stopbank top-ups) and every
50 years (pump station replacement).

The Plan will need modifying in the near future (due in 2001/02) as a result of this
strategy – for example, no new capital works were envisaged in 1998 when the plan
was prepared whereas this strategy includes capital works such as rock riprap works
and stopbank raising.
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9 Stopbank Bylaws

Bylaws to protect stopbanks from damage, e.g. to reduce stock damage,
unnecessary crossings and structures on, over and through the banks.

How it contributes to outcome

Keeps stopbanks in good condition – reduces risk of erosion and breach in time of
flood.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P.

When

A draft set of bylaws will be prepared and released for public comment late in 2001.

Cross-reference with other documents

Environment B·O·P Draft Regional Water and Land Plan.

Transitional Regional Plan.

Monitoring of effectiveness

Stopbank condition inspections.

Discussion

Environment B·O·P has several rules in the Transitional Regional Plan to protect
flood scheme assets that originated from earlier bylaws (predating the regional
council). Eventually the Transitional Regional Plan will be withdrawn however.

These rules are being reviewed and will be replaced by a new set of Local
Government Act bylaws.

Some protection for stopbank assets will also be provided for by Rule 3 of the Draft
Regional Water and Land Plan, but this is of limited scope and applicability.
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10 Berm Management

Keep berms clear of dense vegetation in lower end of town – Volkners Island and
Waioeka Island in particular.

How it contributes to outcome

Lowers flood levels by reducing roughness.  Also reduces accumulation of silt (rough
vegetation traps silt) and hence also lowers flood levels.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P, ODC.

Individual landowners can also contribute.

When

Ongoing.  Has been undertaken for a number of years – the right bank below the
bridge for instance is gradually being cleared.  Regular mowing of some of the
berms in the urban area is undertaken.

Works on left bank below the SH2 bridge in mid-2000 also cleared vegetation.
Clearance of Waioeka Island was commenced in 2001.

Cross-reference with other documents

Opotiki District Council Reserve Maintenance Standards.

Waioeka-Otara Rivers Scheme Asset Management Plan.

Monitoring of effectiveness

River cross-section surveys, volumetric analyses and river hydraulic modelling.
Inspection of river berms and islands.

Discussion

Aggradation of the river berms was considered a serious issue in the last Rivers
Scheme review of c1990.  Since then, the berms have continued to aggrade
(particularly as a result of the 1998 floods).

No programme to excavate berms in response to the silt buildup has been developed,
other than to be done in isolated spots as source of stopbank material as required
and to be done under the SH2 bridge as needed.  Silt deposition is a natural process;
the river will do so to establish an appropriate bankfull channel. Reducing the
deposition by removing rough vegetation is considered a better use of funds,
especially as there are other benefits (improved amenity value of the berm and
control of plant pests).
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While reducing berm roughness will have some benefits in lowering flood levels
locally, it can also lead to higher flood levels downstream.  Thus the effort is to be
concentrated in the lower reaches of the rivers.  Waioeka Island and the Waioeka
River right berm above the confluence (Volkners Island) in particular have expanses
of dense vegetation, much of it noxious and undesirable.

Clearing of the Waioeka right berm has been undertaken gradually as funds permit.
The cleared area has since been able to be mown by the District Council, and used
for recreation by the public.  Further clearance could result when material for stopbank
raising is sourced from the berms, or if the realignment of the confluence goes
ahead (requiring access to the Waioeka right bank for construction of river training
works).

The portion of Waioeka Island owned by the District Council has recently been
leased to an adjacent landowner, on the condition that the dense vegetation was
cleared. That would benefit the lessee (allowing grazing or cropping), the District
Council (removing the weed species) and the Rivers Scheme (improving flood
hydraulics and reducing silt buildup).  By September 2001, that clearance was largely
completed.

The Rivers Scheme Asset Management Plan also gives a programme and budget
for berm and channel maintenance, mostly noxious weed spray.
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11 Stormwater System Improvements

How it contributes to outcome

While the primary aim of stormwater improvements is to reduce internal flooding
from local rainfall events, an effective stormwater system will minimise the duration
of flooding in the town after overtopping or a breach of the stopbank occurs.  The
stormwater system will not reduce peak flood levels following such overtopping or
breaching, but by draining floodwaters as the river flood recedes it will allow quicker
recovery.

Who will implement it

Opotiki District Council.

When

Ongoing – programme identified in the Opotiki District Council Long-Term Financial
Strategy (LTFS).

Cross-reference with other documents

ODC Annual Plan.

ODC 5 Year Strategic Plan, 1999-2004, incorporating the ODC Long Term Financial
Strategy.

Asset Management Plan – Opotiki Urban Stormwater (ODC).

Waioeka-Otara Rivers Scheme Asset Management Plan.

Monitoring of effectiveness

Flood performance – observations in smaller, internal rainfall events.

Discussion

According to the Asset Management Plan for the Opotiki Urban Stormwater system,
the system operates at close to the desired service levels. Nevertheless, ponding
occurs in many parts of the town after heavy rain. While such ponding is more a
nuisance than a threat to property or safety, “there is now a call from the urban
community for an increase in the level of perceived protection [from internal flooding]”
(ODC 5 Year Strategic Plan 1999-2004, p135).

The ODC LTFS states that $50,000 will be spent each year to make upgrades to
the stormwater system, principally piping open drains and making improvements to
kerb and channelling.  While these particular changes will not have any significant
effect on duration of inundation from stopbank failure, others may be identified that
do.  As part of preparing its annual programme of capital works, ODC will consider
the degree to which works would help also reduce duration of inundation (in the
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event that the river levels have lowered sufficiently so as to no longer control the
drainage).

Improvements will generally be limited by the degree to which river levels have
dropped to allow gravity drainage, but in some instances pump drainage may be
justified.  Other than such capital works, the Opotiki District Council will operate the
stormwater system according to the Asset Management Plan.  This includes the
maintenance of the Tarawa Creek Pump Station and the other minor pump stations.
The Duke Street Pump Station shall be maintained by Environment B·O·P according
to the Waioeka-Otara Rivers Scheme Asset Management Plan.  Flapgates to the
river shall also be inspected by Environment B·O·P according to this last plan.
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12 Enlargement Of The River Mouth

Further investigations into keeping the river mouth open – e.g. fluidisation trials.

How it contributes to outcome

A narrow or blocked mouth would cause higher flood levels upstream.

Who will implement it

Opotiki District Council.

When

Preliminary investigations in 2001/02.

Cross-reference with other documents

Opotiki District Council Annual Plan.

Monitoring of effectiveness.

Cross-section surveys, harbour mouth soundings, flood observations.

Discussion

The Opotiki District Council has commissioned studies on the river mouth, with the
aim of encouraging greater use of the harbour and hence bringing economic benefits
to the town.  Most recently the Council has been assessing fluidisation techniques
and the possibility of a pilot study.  Fluidisation aims to mobilise the bed material in
the mouth, and hence allow it to be carried by the river flow out to sea.  Another
option being considered is the use of a dredge. Other options, such as training
groynes, have not been investigated as yet, and care is needed to ensure that such
options would still allow the mouth room to enlarge during a flood and not adversely
affect coastal sediment transport processes.

Under normal conditions, the cross-section area of the river mouth is significantly
smaller than that immediately upstream.  If this were to remain so during a flood
event, the constriction would raise water levels upstream.  However, anecdotal
evidence (supported by fluvial transport theory) suggests that the river mouth scours
in a flood – so the effect on flood levels upstream may not be large.  Nonetheless,
flood levels would probably be temporarily held up in the early part of a flood at
least, and the desire of the District Council to enlarge the mouth for improved boat
access would most likely have some flood protection benefits.

If however the realignment works at the confluence were to proceed, additional
sediment may be passed through (or be deposited in) the mouth area in the short
term.  Thus any proposals for river mouth works would need to take into account
the likelihood and effects of confluence realignment works.
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Also as part of its investigations, ODC is considering commissioning NIWA to set
up a “CAM-ERA” camera aimed at the entrance to collect data.  A secondary benefit
would be to obtain a better understanding of mouth behaviour in times of flood.
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13 Soil Conservation

Various promotional and education programmes, incentives and regulatory measures
aimed at sustainably managing the soils of the riparian zone and the catchment.
Primarily via the Draft Regional Water and Land Plan prepared by Environment
B·O·P, and the Gisborne District Council Combined Regional Land and District Plan.

How it contributes to outcome

Soil conservation reduces the amount of catchment and riparian erosion, and the
amount of sediment reaching river channels, thus preserving downstream capacity.
By maintaining vegetative cover, catchment runoff in small storm events is also
reduced.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P.

Gisborne District Council.

When

Many of the non-regulatory measures discussed in the plans have been implemented
and will continue to be.

Regulatory measures will come into effect when the relevant plans are made
operative. However, where particular rules have not been appealed, those rules are
considered effectively operative once the plan reaches the “proposed” stage.

Environment B·O·P’s Regional Water and Land Plan is due to become proposed
late in 2001 or early in 2002, and to become operative in 2004.  In the meantime,
many of the rules relating to soil conservation have been taken from Environment
B·O·P’s Proposed Regional Land Plan, and so are in effect now. (The Land Plan is
due to be made operative and then to be withdrawn once the Water and Land Plan
is made operative).

The Gisborne District Council Combined Regional Land and District Plan reached
the proposed stage in 1997.  It will be made operative chapter by chapter.

Cross-reference with other documents

Gisborne District Council Proposed Combined District and Regional Land Plan.

Environment B·O·P Proposed Regional Land Plan.

Environment B·O·P Draft Regional Water and Land Plan.
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Monitoring of effectiveness

Aerial photographs of catchment, catchment condition inspections. Volumetric
analyses of river bed.

There are no specific monitoring programmes identified in the regional plans,
although the Gisborne District Council plan does require that a monitoring strategy
for the plan be developed. Work on this is presently underway.

Discussion

The improvements that can be gained are limited, as most of the catchment is in
DoC estate and is already protected.  Furthermore, in large flood events soil
conservation measures do not have a significant effect on flooding and are
outweighed by the forces of nature.  Hence soil conservation measures are desirable
as much for the other benefits they bring (for habitat, water quality and agricultural
productivity) as for the reduction in flood risk they bring. Nonetheless, and despite
the benefits being difficult to quantify, soil conservation measures will always form
an important part of any flood risk reduction strategy.

The Environment B·O·P Draft Regional Water and Land Plan outlines various issues
regarding soil conservation.  In itself, the Plan is an umbrella document for various
methods that Environment B·O·P employs to achieve sustainable land management.
Chapter 5 of the Plan outlines these.  They include education and promotion
programmes and materials, grants and subsidies, advocacy (e.g. to district councils
to put appropriate conditions on land use consents), covenants and rules.  The
rules are the most definitive measures; the rest generally require development of
more specific programmes that must survive the annual plan process. Rules 1-6 in
particular are the most relevant: they regulate land disturbance, earthworks,
vegetation clearance and cultivation.

Chapter 6 of the Gisborne District Council Plan likewise presents a range of methods
(advocacy, research, education and regulation) to promote soil conservation or
sustainable land management.  The Plan recognises the particular soil erosion
problems the district faces.

Related to soil conservation measures is pest control, as discussed elsewhere in
this strategy.
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14 Pest Management (Upper Catchment)

How it contributes to outcome

Vegetative cover is under threat from browsing pests, in particular goats, deer and
possums.  Reducing pest numbers therefore helps to keep the upper catchment in
better condition.  Upper catchment erosion is reduced and thus so is the sediment
load reaching the river – keeping flood levels lower downstream.  Protecting the
vegetation cover also reduces runoff in smaller storms.

Who will implement it

Principally a Department of Conservation responsibility (as it administers most of
the upper catchment), although Environment B·O·P and Gisborne District Council
have a role.

When

The Department of Conservation has commenced a goat control programme in the
2001/02 financial year.  Ongoing control in future years is dependent on DoC
obtaining the necessary funds.

Cross-reference with other documents

Environment B·O·P Annual Plan, Animal Pest Management Strategy.

Gisborne District Council Regional Pest Management Strategy.

DoC – Conservation Management Strategy East Coast Conservancy 1998-2008.

Shaw, W.B. (1999); Strategic Management of Goats in the Waioweka, Otara and
Motu Catchments (Draft). Contract Report 281, Wildland Consultants, Rotorua.

Monitoring of effectiveness

Aerial Photos of catchment – catchment condition.

Gravel transport, bed level and volume changes i.e. volumetric analyses.

(DoC has an annual audit of pest control programmes to assess effectiveness and
cost efficiency, although these relate to ecological benefits rather than flood risk
reduction).

Discussion

As with the soil conservation measures, pest control measures are not especially
effective for river flood mitigation in the short-medium term.  However, long-term
benefits will accrue from controlling pest numbers, and can be used as additional
reasons for supporting pest control programmes primarily justified in terms of the
other benefits (e.g. ecological and control of bovine tuberculosis).
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Goat numbers in particular have escalated dramatically in the area since hunting
effort was reduced in the wake of government department restructuring in the late
1980s.  Shaw (1999) recommended a series of actions, and prioritised them, with
the aim of controlling goats in the indigenous forests of the Waioeka, Otara and
Motu catchments.  DoC has recently stepped up its hunting efforts in these areas.
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15 Upper Catchment Stability Monitoring

Inspections.

How it contributes to outcome

Inspections can reveal problem areas, such as debris dams and slips, and so give
advance warning of potential dam bursts and resulting floodwaves.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P.

When

Annual, plus after major storms.

Cross-reference with other documents

Environment B·O·P Operations report 1999/05.

Environment B·O·P Operations report 2000/05 (in preparation).

Waioeka-Otara Rivers Asset Management Plan.

Monitoring of effectiveness

The effectiveness of this measure will most likely not ever be known until the
inspections show problem areas or a dambreak occurs.

Discussion

As well as being a monitoring mechanism for pest management and soil conservation
measures, this is a useful measure in itself.  Floods have often been suspected of
being exacerbated by slips damming the river in the headwaters and then bursting.
Inspections will help identify such potential blockages (the catchment being so
remote, it is unlikely that any blockages would otherwise be noted).  Given that
much of the catchment concerned is both conservation estate and remote there
may not be much that can be done physically in many cases about such blockages,
but preparedness downstream can be increased.

The Waioeka-Otara Rivers Asset Management Plan makes an allowance for an
annual aerial inspection of the river systems, and it would only involve a slight extra
cost to fly over the remainder of the catchment.
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16 Gravel Extraction

Apply for consents for gravel extraction, and consider how to actually encourage it.

How it contributes to outcome

Extraction reduces buildup of channel and consequent reduction of channel capacity
– lowering flood levels.  Also helps reduce pressure on bank protection works and
to manage river bank erosion.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P.

When

Ongoing extraction under existing consents.

Apply to renew existing consents that are due to expire in 2002, with extraction
volumes as appropriate according to findings of most recent NERMN report
(Application has been made under s124 of the RMA, in effect allowing the
continuation of the consent until the application has been considered by the regulatory
arm of the regional council).

A report on gravel extraction issues, including possible means of dealing with the
lack of actual extraction, was completed in September 2001.

Cross-reference with other documents

Environment B·O·P Regional River Gravel Management Plan.

Gravel extraction consents.

Environment B·O·P Environment Report 2001/23.

Environment B·O·P Operations Report 1999/04.

“Gravel Extraction Issues” Report to Operations and Rural Services Committee
(Environment B.O.P) meeting of 6 September 2001.

Monitoring of effectiveness

River channel surveys – i.e. volumetric analyses.

Visual inspections of riverbank erosion and channel deposition.
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Discussion

Despite being seen as a straightforward solution to flood and erosion problems by
some of the public, gravel extraction is a complex subject.  A number of issues need
to be dealt with before it can be successfully implemented – and even then there is
only a limit to the reduction in flood levels that can be achieved by extraction.

Firstly, extraction needs to be carefully managed to avoid over-extraction and bank erosion problems.
Particular care needs to be taken given the in exact nature of gravel supply predictions and the
variability of supply over time.

Secondly, actual demand for gravel from the construction and roading industry is variable.  Other
sources may also be more attractive to the industry.  In recent years, the total actual extraction in
the Waioeka and Otara Rivers has been less than permitted by the consents. A report on gravel
extraction issues and possible solutions was produced in 2001. Amongst the suggestions in the
report was that a gravel ‘open day’ be held on the Otara River to provide free loading of gravel for
non-commercial purposes.

Extraction in the eastern Bay of Plenty rivers has also been opposed at times by some of the
tangata whenua.  Progress has been made towards resolving some of the concerns by a
commitment to consultation, but it the short term the issue may not be completely  overcome.

Records of bed volume changes have been available since 1966 due to the regular cross-section
surveys. Over this time the Waioeka has generally aggraded, but the aggradation is probably of
more concern with extraction being less than the supply in recent years. Hydraulic modelling
suggests that a gradual increase in predicted flood levels has occurred since the 1996 survey.
Generally, predicted flood levels for medium to large floods (5% AEP to 1% AEP) have risen by of
the order of 100mm. (However, it must be appreciated that the bed volume changes are from both
silt and gravel sized particles being deposited, whereas extraction would only remove gravel).

Extraction in the Waioeka and Otara Rivers is authorised by several different consents. The principal
ones are:

• Consent 05 1060 for 90,000m3 from the Waioeka for 3 years and consent 05 1061 for rivers
100,000m3 from the Otara for 3 years, both expiring 31 January 2002 and held by the
Operations and Rural Services Department of Environment B·O·P.  An application for renewal
has been made and hence is continuing as allowed by s124 of the Resource Management
Act.

• Consent 05 0705 for 70,000m3 per year from the Waioeka, held by Waiotahi Contractors.
This has expired but an application for renewal (consent 05 1130) has been made and
hence is continuing as allowed by s124 of the Resource Management Act.

• Consent 06 0304 for 20,000m3 per year in the Waioeka Gorge, expiring 30 April 2002 and
also held by Waiotahi Contractors.
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New techniques for more accurate volumetric analysis are being tested by NIWA on the Waimakariri
River in Canterbury.  These involve aerial surveys (using LIDAR and more traditional
photogrammetry) to provide a three-dimensional model of the river bed surface.  They could prove
to give more accurate volumes, and give them more quickly, than the current method of surveying
only cross-sections at some distance apart.  Environment B·O·P will keep abreast of the test
findings, and use the new techniques if they prove cost-effective and more accurate.
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17 Restrict Infilling And Structures In Channel

Regulations to control filling of river channel (placing fill, vegetation cuttings) and to
control structures in floodways, via the Resource Management Act and the Regional
Water and Land Plan.

How it contributes to outcome

Channel infill and structures have the potential to reduce channel capacity and to
raise flood levels.  Regulating these will minimise this potential.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P.

When

Regulatory measures will come into effect when the relevant plans are made
operative. However, where particular rules have not been appealed, those rules are
considered effectively operative once the plan reaches the “proposed” stage.
Environment B·O·P’s Regional Water and Land Plan is due to become proposed
late in 2001 or early in 2002, and to become operative in 2004.

Cross-reference with other documents

Environment B·O·P Draft Regional Water and Land Plan.

Environment B·O·P Hydrological and Hydraulic Guidelines.

Monitoring of effectiveness.

River channel hydraulic modelling results.

Discussion

Section 13 of the Resource Management Act prohibits constructing structures or
placing fill or introducing vegetation on river beds unless expressly allowed by a
consent or a rule in a regional plan. Several rules in the Environment B·O·P Draft
Regional Water and Land Plan aim to prevent flooding and erosion problems caused
by placing material or structures in flood channels.  Rules 8 and 9 regulate the
dumping of debris, fill and vegetative cuttings in floodways or other land subject to
flooding in a 10% AEP flood event.  Rule 59 regulates damming or diversions of
water.  Rules 61-74 regulate structures in waterways.  Rule 79 regulates the
deposition of material in river beds, rules 82 and 84 regulate planting in river beds.
Rule 12.16 defines conditions for permitted activities regarding structures.

The Plan also identifies education and advice as being mechanisms used for similar
ends.
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Environment B·O·P has recently prepared and adopted a set of guidelines, aimed
at consultants and resource consent applicants, to help ensure flooding issues are
fully addressed in the design stage of proposals for works around river channels
and floodable areas (Environment B·O·P Operations Report 2000/04 - Hydrological
and Hydraulic Guidelines).
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II Modify Vulnerability

This group of measures aims to adjust behaviour to avoid flood damage.  Typical measures
include changes to floodplain land use, building practices, flood warning, preparedness
and education.

These measures are not always so high profile as those of the previous group, but are
just as important.
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1 Minimum Floor Level 3.6m For New Buildings In The Township

A requirement specified in the Proposed Opotiki District Plan, to apply to residential,
town centre, industrial and mixed activity zones.

Note that the Building Act requirement that floor levels of residential dwellings be
above the 2% AEP flood level is additional to this 3.6m minimum.

How it contributes to outcome

New buildings in the lower parts of the town will be offered greater protection.  The
actual saved damages in the event of a flood will be dependent on the location and
on the size of the flood.

Who will implement it

Opotiki District Council.  The measure is included in the District Plan.

When

The measure is effectively in place now for residential dwellings, following the release
of decisions on submissions to the Proposed Opotiki District Plan.  An appeal has
been lodged by Environment B.O.P to attempt to have the measure also apply to
non-residential buildings within the residential, town centre, industrial and mixed
activity zones.  Informal agreement between Environment B.O.P and ODC has
been reached with a compromise that rule will exclude carports, garden sheds,
ancillary buildings etc but will apply to these other zones.

Cross-reference with other documents

Opotiki District Council District Plan.

Monitoring of effectiveness

Continued modelling of overtopping and breach scenarios as river cross-section
and hydrological data is updated, to determine the effectiveness of the 3.6m level.

Discussion

The economic optimum floor level for a building depends on the house type and on
the location.  However, for ease of administration a constant 3.6m minimum has
been chosen.  The option of higher levels is still available individual property owners,
who can obtain advice from Environment B·O·P.

A floor level of 3.6m would give buildings adequate protection against inundation
from a 1% AEP flood for most of the town.  (It will give greater protection following
the urban stopbank works of 2001/02). It also removes the inconsistency that existed
previously between new dwellings in the defined ponding areas and in the remainder
of the residential zone.  Note however that this requirement will have no practical
implications for a large proportion of new buildings in the town, as ground level is
above 3.6m for around 50% of the urban area (the township plus Woodlands).
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2 Variation To The Proposed District Plan

A range of measures is envisaged in such a variation.  These may include creating
hazard zones, rezoning areas unsuitably zoned and defining building restriction
lines.

How it contributes to outcome

Reduces vulnerability of land uses to flood damage by curtailing inappropriate
development.

Who will implement it

Opotiki District Council.

When

A variation is to be prepared later in 2001.  The measures included in it would
take effect after having been subject to the formal consultation process and
once the District Plan is declared operative.

Cross-reference with other documents

Opotiki District Council District Plan.

Separate letter from Environment B·O·P to Opotiki District Council on possible
measures and the issues involved, to be prepared.

Monitoring of effectiveness.

Stopbank inspections, changes in Annual Average Damage predictions for the
floodplain.

Discussion

A variation to the Proposed District Plan will be prepared by the Opotiki District
Council, specifically addressing matters relating to the flood risk that were not
addressed earlier.  Possible measures to consider for the variation may include

• creating overlaying hazard zones, to indicate the degree of hazard present
in an area.

• rezoning those areas currently zoned for urban uses that are clearly not
suitable for development.  Approximately 45ha of residential, industrial,
mixed activity or town residential land are predicted to be inundated to a
depth of at least 0.5m in a 2% AEP flood.  Even with the physical works to
the river anticipated in this strategy, a significant area, mostly residential,
would still be inundated in such an event.
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• creating a river zone for areas on the river side of stopbanks, with regulations
regarding appropriate and inappropriate activities.

Defining building restriction lines, thus restricting development immediately adjacent
to stopbanks.  This would help protect the stopbanks from damage or threats to its
integrity (Environment B·O·P bylaws may be used to this end) and also reduce
damage to buildings and structures in the event of a stopbank breach.

Other matters may also be included in the variation.  All of these will require a
thorough analysis to ensure that the measures selected are effective and efficient,
and defendable.  The Variation will then need to go through a formal public
consultation process before it can be adopted.
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3 Flood Forecasting Model Development/Improvement

To enable improved predictions of river flows from rainfall forecasts.

How it contributes to outcome

Provides better warning of impending floods, in turn allowing the community to take
appropriate precautions.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P  (but work also being done by NIWA, Meteorological Service
etc).

When

Environment B·O·P Annual Plan 2001/02 Project DIP31 (and ongoing). Report to
be prepared at the conclusion of the project, with recommendations to be
implemented.

Cross-reference with other documents

Environment B·O·P Annual Plan.

Environment B·O·P Operations Report 2001/06.

Monitoring of effectiveness

Hindcasting, comparison of predictions with actual events.

Discussion

Currently, river flood flow forecasts are based largely on the judgement of
Environment B·O·P staff, with the main input data being the actual (from telemetry)
and forecast (from the Meteorological Service) rainfalls.  In larger floods an estimate
of flood magnitude is made by comparing rainfall telemetry data with published
rainfall frequency data. To date this has produced satisfactory forecasts, but more
robustness in prediction techniques would be desirable.

Environment B·O·P is now investigating modelling techniques in an attempt to
improve forecasts (Annual Plan Project DIP 31). This project aims to develop a
flood forecasting model that predicts peak flood flow to within 15%. The project
investigations have trialled the Tasmanian Hydro-Electric Commission “Hydrol”
software and unit hydrograph techniques in the Waimana/Whakatane catchment.
Recent trials using unit hydrograph techniques in the Waioeka Catchment have
also been carried out, with promising results.`  At this stage, it is not apparent whether
the extra expenditure involved with specialised forecasting software (purchase,
calibration, data collection etc) is justified given that with so many unknown
parameters and the degree of randomness inherent, results may not be significantly
better.
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Several other modelling tools are available, and flood forecasting models are being
developed and applied both in New Zealand and internationally.  Project DIP 31 will
need to take note of the findings of such work.  Methods will continue to be developed
however, and flood forecasting methods should be subject to continual refinement.

Project DIP 31 will also consider the need for additional rainfall or river level/flow
gauges in or near the catchment.

Rainfall forecasts models are also under continual development.  Forecasting
agencies such as the Meteorological Service are involved in research using such
tools as radar, global weather models, and linked detailed/global weather models.
Such research should continue to be encouraged, particularly if there are
opportunities for local trials.
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4 Flood Warning Manual Update

In particular updating the alarm levels (at which warnings are issued to defined
people/organisations), and updating list of landowners who need warnings as
necessary.

How it contributes to outcome

Provides better warning of impending floods, in turn allowing the community to take
appropriate precautions.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P.

When

Immediate update.

Manual notes that annual updates needed for particular parts e.g. phone lists.

Other updates as required.

Cross-reference with other documents

Environment B·O·P Flood Warning Manual.

http://envbop.govt.nz/www/Responsibilities/Monitoring/telemetry/Waioeka.htm

Monitoring of effectiveness

Actual events, exercises.

Discussion

The Manual contains information (e.g. data from previous floods) with which to help
flood forecasts (timing, magnitude), lists of landowners and organisations (including
the media) who need to be informed at defined stages of an event, and other general
information to assist the staff.

The Flood Warning Manual is for the guidance of defined Environment B·O·P staff
during a flood event, and thus it is expected that users will be reasonably familiar
with the problems/issues/key people etc, even if the manual is not entirely up-to-
date.  With recent hydraulic investigations into the Waioeka and Otara Rivers, and
with continuing landowner changes, there is a need to update the manual however
to avoid any chance of misunderstandings and to maximise the value of the manual.
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Since late 2000, updated river level information at Cableway in the Waioeka Gorge
has been accessible via Environment B·O·P’s web-site, at http://envbop.govt.nz/
www/Responsibilities/Monitoring/telemetry/Waioeka.htm  The site is updated
frequently, although not as yet frequently enough to provide a useful warning
mechanism for members of the public.
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5 Civil Defence Exercise – Flood Scenario

How it contributes to outcome

Checks emergency procedures, state of readiness.

Enable better response in time of flood, and therefore reduce injury, loss and
damages.

Who will implement it

Opotiki District Council, with assistance from Environment B·O·P.

When

An exercise was held in 2000/01 and another is budgeted for 2001/02.  Yearly
exercises will be held in the future.

Cross-reference with other documents

Opotiki District Council Annual Plan 2001/02.

Opotiki District Council Civil Defence Plan.

Environment B·O·P Civil Defence Plan.

Monitoring of effectiveness

Post-exercise review.

Discussion

The Opotiki District Council held an exercise in 2000/0 to test the response capabilities
of its civil defence systems to a flood. In particular, its headquarters operations and
its system of response section managers were tested.  Some indication of household
preparedness was also determined.  The exercise proved very worthwhile.

Opotiki District Council has also committed itself to undertaking a further exercise
in the 2001/02 financial year to test community preparedness in a flood. The council
has set aside  $3000 for this in its 2001/02 Annual Plan.

Regular exercises will always be of value, particularly with changes in personnel
and technology.
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6 Civil Defence

General response systems and procedures.

How it contributes to outcome

Appropriate response during event should reduce injury, loss and damages.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P, Opotiki District Council, Ministry of Emergency Management,
Government agencies.

When

Ongoing.

Cross-reference with other documents

Opotiki District Council Civil Defence Plan.

Bay of Plenty Regional Council Civil Defence Plan.

Civil Defence Plans of government agencies.

Monitoring of effectiveness

Post-exercise reviews.

Discussion

Civil defence procedures and systems form an integral part of the response to any
natural hazard in New Zealand. Civil defence plans are a statutory requirement for
local authorities and government agencies. Changes to the civil defence (emergency
management) legislation are proposed; these changes may affect the structure of
civil defence organisations, but will not necessarily change the response systems.
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7 Education

A range of activities and measures including displays, articles, talks and
presentations, floodmap availability, internet site, LIMs/PIMs and advisory services.

How it contributes to outcome

Awareness of a hazard reduces vulnerability.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P and Opotiki District Council.

Other agencies such as the Ministry of Emergency Management, the Earthquake
Commission and the insurance industry also promote risk reduction through
education measures.

When

Several education measures have already been implemented – for example, Opotiki
Public Library displays in January 2000 and July/August 2001, Waioeka-Otara Rivers
Scheme newsletters and the note with the Opotiki rates demand in 2000.

Otherwise the measures will be ongoing.  Annual displays in the Opotiki Public
Library will occur.

Cross-reference with other documents

Separate report on education measures (in preparation).

Monitoring of effectiveness

Survey of preparedness.  Such a survey could be part of any of the more general
surveys that Environment B.O.P undertakes from time to time. Opotiki District Council
has also recently surveyed household prepardness.

Discussion

In past times, flooding was a more common occurrence, and residents would have
had a reasonable knowledge of what to do in the event of a flood to protect
themselves and their assets.  No flooding of the Opotiki township has occurred
since 1964, and it is expected that this knowledge is diminishing.

However, a flood risk will always exist, regardless of other measures adopted.
Education measures need to highlight this, and give people the information needed
to take responsibility for themselves in reducing their vulnerability.

An inexpensive set of measures, education can include advice to let people know
the risks at a site before developing it and how it could be reduced, as well as on
how to respond to a flood once it is on its way.
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8 Floodproofing Advice

Dossier of information on floodproofing buildings to be held in Environment B·O·P
and Opotiki District Council offices, for public use.

How it contributes to outcome

Minimises the damage sustained by buildings.

Who will implement it

Environment B·O·P, Opotiki District Council.

When

Dossier of information on how to floodproof buildings to be prepared by
Environment B·O·P by 31 December 2001.  To be updated as new information
(products, techniques) is received.

Cross-reference with other documents

File note to be prepared.

Monitoring of effectiveness

Degree to which the information is sought and advice followed.  Performance of
the floodproofing measures in a flood.

Discussion

In its widest sense, floodproofing can apply to new buildings or can be retrofitted
existing buildings, and can include:

• relocating buildings.

• raising floor or foundation levels.

• surrounding the building with floodproof masonry or concrete walls or bunds
(low embankments of earthen fill with moderate side slopes and a wide
top).

• sealing all openings below potential flood levels, either temporarily or
permanently.

• “wet floodproofing” so that floodwaters are allowed in to counteract the
pressure on the outside walls, but with the building materials and internal
furnishings designed so that minimal damage is caused.

• using oneway valves in the sewer system to prevent backflush from the
sewer lines.
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• placing telephone and electrical transformers and mechanical systems above
the potential flood level.

Floodproofing is not a failsafe measure; there is a still a need to consider whether
it is appropriate to build at a floodprone site.  It is a means of protecting individual
structures in the flood fringe (shallow depths) from damage.

Environment B·O·P has collected a significant amount of material on floodproofing
from a range of sources.  This needs to be collated and its availability publicising.
A reference dossier of this information will be held by Environment B·O·P and by
Opotiki District Council, for public information.

Larger new businesses, industrial concerns and health service providers in
particular will be encouraged by Environment B·O·P and ODC to consider
floodproofing measures in the early stages of design.
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III Modify Flood Loss Burden

The possibility that flooding will occur and that losses will result cannot be avoided. Although
it is likely that following serious flooding, relief measures such as public appeals will be
initiated (as described in the National Civil Defence Plan, for example) it is dangerous to
rely on these.   Nonetheless, a complete strategy requires measures to ease the burden
of loss to help recovery of individuals, the community and businesses.
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1 Provision Of Welfare Services

Support (shelter, food, clothing, counselling etc) for individuals, families/
households and community during and after a flood event.

How it contributes to outcome

Reduces discomfort and hardship caused by a flood event and speeds recovery
Can also be a means information dissemination (both ways).

Who will implement it

A Welfare Manager is identified in the Opotiki Civil Defence Plan, and is a member
of the local Civil Defence Committee.  That person has primary responsibility for
developing and, in times of local civil defence emergency, implementing a welfare
system. Others with roles to play are the Opotiki District Council and various
individuals and organisations within the community.  Local marae are a further
important welfare mechanism.

When

Ongoing.

Cross-reference with other documents

Opotiki District Council Civil Defence Plan.

Opotiki District Council Annual Plan.

Monitoring of effectiveness

Civil defence exercises – post-exercise reviews.

Discussion

A range of duties for the Welfare Manager is defined in Section 4.6 of the ODC
Civil Defence Plan.  Amongst the duties are training welfare personnel and liaising
with local voluntary welfare agencies.

The importance of prior community spirit in sustaining the community during and
after a flood event should not be underestimated. In this regard, mission statement
of the Opotiki District Council – “to develop a strong, vibrant and cohesive
community” – is relevant. District Council support of community events and groups
has an indirect benefit in this regard.
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Review of Strategy

An annual monitoring report shall be prepared by Environment B·O·P, in collaboration
with the Opotiki District Council, on the effectiveness and implementation of this strategy.
To allow modifications to the Annual Plans of those organisations as a result of the report,
it must be prepared before the new budget rounds commence in December of each year.
Monitoring for each measure has been identified in this strategy, and the monitoring report
shall be formatted to explicitly relate to these measures – that is, to discuss the effectiveness
and implementation of each measure in turn. A more general commentary would also be
included.

A major flood can change things considerably, and furthermore this document brings
together other measures than may change and affect strategy.  Thus the strategy itself
shall be reviewed by Environment B·O·P and the Opotiki District Council every ten years,
or sooner if a major flood occurs.  However the initial review shall occur earlier, within five
years of adoption, as the strategy will need updating once the major physical works have
been completed.
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Useful Contacts, References and Advice

For further information on this strategy, contact Environment B·O·P or the Opotiki District
Council.

For information on flooding, how to prepare for it and how to respond, contact:

• Environment B·O·P, or

• Opotiki District Council, or

• the Ministry of Emergency Management.

• or look at the back of the phone book.

For those with access to the internet, the following websites are useful:

http://www.envbop.govt.nz
http://envbop.govt.nz/www/Responsibilities/Monitoring/telemetry/Waioeka.htm
http://www.mem.govt.nz/MEMwebsite.nsf/URL/Public Information-Public Information

The following overseas sites have useful information also, although some of it is not
relevant to NZ:

http://www.crossnet.org/disaster/safety
http://www.fema.gov/pte/prep.htm
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/subjects/flood
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/subjects/flood/112766/?version=1

Finally, always be prepared for a flood – one could happen at any time. If you have any
queries about the flood hazard at a particular site, contact Environment B·O·P.  When a
flood does occur,

• If you hear sirens, listen to your local radio station.

• Move valuables, food, medicines and chemicals higher.

Remember that floodwaters could be contaminated.
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